
 
 
 
 

QUANTUM HEALING - PRIVATE

MENTORING PROGRAM



 

SESSION 2 - 2 hours - Quantum Rebirthing: travel
back in time to the womb space of your mother

revisiting the signature of how you were informed
on multiple energy levels including genetic

transference from DNA, unresolved soul level
imprints, epigenetic formation from your mothers

emotional states and what was received within your
energetic makeup that may have contributed to

being born with trauma imprints and wounding. This
modality helps you access the “self” through the

energy of the multidimensional avatar that is
timeless.  You are able to allow for your

multidimensional self to witness “trauma” as well as
“rebirth” you – coming from the timeline of moving
into the world in a powerless state and now having
the opportunity to rebirth from the consciousness of

the higher self connected to source energy.
 

Iwitness tool: reconnecting inner child at the energy
level through parenting and energy work. Anchoring

new inner child laws
 

 
PROGRAM INFORMATION

SESSION 1 - 2 hours - Initiation: energetic
assessment & event analysis – exploring imprinting,
beliefs, experiences, soul fractures and memories

that led to separation consciousness.
 

 Quantum Meditation: Heal emotional blocks and
reconnect back to the body, connect with

multidimensional self and source
 



 

SESSION 3 - 2 hours - Quantum Inner child
vibration alignment: recreating new agreements at

the soul level with the multidimensional self and
inner child consciousness. Integrating the 3 practice

SESSION 5 - 2 hours - Quantum Timeline Repairs:
1 – releasing time stamps, repairing timelines, the

fractured aspects of the inner child with the
multidimensional avatar in consciousness.

 
2 - access the multidimensional avatar self and

integrating with body consciousness to imprint new
frequencies within self

SESSION 4 - 2 hours - Quantum Inner child
vibration alignment Part 2: recreating new

agreements at the soul level with the
multidimensional self and inner child

consciousness.  Accessing personalized healing
statement set to your own vibration to assist and

template. 
 

Integrating the 3 practice: Learning the practice for
healing and balance inner masculine/feminine/and

inner child consciousness.
 
 



 

SESSION 6 - 2 hours  -  Quantum Relationships:
Quantum healing for a new sacred relationship

blueprinting including the harmonious sacred union
meditation and template.

 
Integration: connecting inner child consciousness to

heart energy, heart to zero point consciousness
integration with universal energy, moving into
creating with multidimensional self in a more

empowered state over timelines
 
 

SESSION 7 - 2 hours - Quantum Creation: Cosmic
oneness with creation: creating from the new

frequency states of quantum consciousness and
design

 
Quantum Manifesting: Learning how to manifesting
with the quantum field for healing, abundance, and

prosperity in all areas of life and business. 

All sacred healing containers fees are non refundable.  Please see
below for FULL program tuition.  You may also register for
individual sessions. Please see information below.  



 

 

 
 
 
 

TUITION: $5000 USD
DEPOSIT: $500 USD

 
PAY IN FULL BALANCE AFTER

DEPOSIT: $4500
 

PAYMENT PLAN OPTIONS -
INCLUDES $200 FINANCE FEE

4 PAY: $1175.00
5 PAY: $940.00
6 PAY: $783.33

 
 
 
 

NOTE: YOU MAY REGISTER FOR INDIVIDUAL SESSIONS. 
 INDIVIDUAL SESSIONS. TUITION FOR INDIVIDUAL

SESSIONS: $499.00 USD 
 
 
 

WWW.NICOLEGAYLE.COM
 
 


